
MCM / Team 2 Game Overview 

Plot: 

Set in medieval Britain, the story focuses on the boy-to-be-king Arthur Pendragon. England 
is in a state of chaos; the passing of the last known royal-blooded monarch has left local 
lords feuding amongst themselves over who should become the next ruler of Britain. With 
their dying breath, the monarch spoke of an enchanted sword trapped in stone and that 
whoever shall remove said sword would hold all the rights in the land to assume the 
position as King of England. As a result, the country has seen a sharp increase in the number 
of bandits, thieves, raiders, and cutthroats across the land, with ordinary folk no longer 
feeling safe enough to travel the country. 

Arthur lives in a remote village in the countryside which never sees much excitement, and 
has Arthur wishing for a life of adventures. A lone knight by the name of Lancelot appears 
(could swap him for Merlin) and briefly stays in the village, telling how he wishes to seek out 
the next true heir to the throne and swear an oath of loyalty to them. During his brief stay, 
Lancelot senses that there might be something special to Arthur but doesn’t investigate 
further into his suspicions. After leaving, Arthur’s village is attacked by raiders, and it is at 
this moment that Lancelot returns in time to confirm his suspicions and decides that Arthur 
must be the next in line to the throne (TBC how its confirmed – bravery in battle? Signs of 
honour? Strange heirloom that Arthur doesn’t know much of?). 

Arthur and Lancelot then begin their quest to discover more information about the 
whereabouts of the sword, Excalibur. This sees them journeying through England, along the 
way making new allies that eventually form the 12 knights of the round table. Each area 
(i.e., level) may have a few knights available for recruiting, with each group of knights 
possibly being afflicted by one of the 5 stages of grief (TBC, could be difficult to merge into 
story). The 12th knight may be one in service to the wizard Merlin, who knows the location 
of the sword, guarded by the red, Welsh dragon Ddraig, who also guards a beautiful maiden 
known as the Lady of the Lake. Merlin agrees to help the fellowship, and upon besting the 
dragon, Arthur claims the sword and returns to the city of Camelot to declare his birth right 
to all the lords of Britain. 

NOTE: leaving Merlin for last could help tie-in with how he knows the location of the 
magical sword and mythical dragon but introducing him at the beginning instead as the 
mentor / guide could also work since he could have been in service to the monarchy and 
was left with the tasking of seeking out Arthur. 

Art Style: 

Isometric, 2.5D 

Gameplay: 

TBC. Possibly Diablo-like 


